LiteracyWe are looking at three wordless books this half termJourney, Quest and Return. They are wonderful picture
books, and we will be having a big focus on writing and
retelling those stories to improve our writing.
We will be reading a myriad of different texts and
answering comprehension questions in preparation for the
fun things in May.
Music- Continuing our wordless theme,
we will be listening to instrumental music
and discussing the themes in those songs.
Then hopefully composing our own!

SCIENCE- Evolution: Discussing the theory of evolution that some people
believe, and how it has been in effect in certain animals.

Maths- BODMAS, percentages, converting mixed number fractions to
improper fractions and vice versa, then moving onto measurement,
shape including angles, data handling such as pie charts and bar charts
and then starting on co-ordinates.
Oh and plenty of arithmetic revision for those things in May.

P4C- Discussing many of the current global
themes, as this is important all round
knowledge that the children will need in life,
and in High School.

Geography- Learning about different ways
of travelling around the world, and how
those methods of transport have changed
over the years.

PSHE- It’s good to be me.
Reasons why we should be positive, and looking
at the good things in our lives.

Art- Using our own ‘Magic Crayon’ from
the books we are reading, we will draw our
own magical items that come alive, as well
as drawing our own wordless picture
books.

Forest Schools- Taking part in lessons in the
forest.
Games- Sports UK to deliver athletics and
mutli sport.

SPaG (Spelling, punctuation and grammar)
Revising everything that we have done in the
Juniors, and continuous application of those
facts.
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